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agriculture
Calcium Sulfate Important
to High Yield Alfalfa

S

everal recent university studies have shown that calcium
sulfate can increase alfalfa yields by 1⁄2 ton to 1 1⁄2 tons per
acre. Calcium sulfate also known as gypsum is a very good
source of calcium and sulfur which are essential for alfalfa production and can enhance the uptake of other nutrients as well.
Calcium Is Critical
Calcium is important for cell division and cell elongation. It is

also a very important component of cell walls and for regulating stomata activity. Most alfalfa producers understand the benefits of lime in alfalfa production, however, gypsum provides a
source of calcium that is 200 times more soluble than lime. Gypsum is also much more mobile in the soil than lime providing
calcium to roots at deeper depths. As the chart shows, leachate
from a gypsum treated clay soil contains much greater levels of

calcium than that of a limestone treated clay soil. As calcium
moves down, it will enhance root growth which in turn will enhance moisture efficiency and nutrient uptake from the subsoils.
Calcium sulfate will not raise the pH like lime will so usually a
combination of the two products is recommended for alfalfa.
Potassium Solubility Increased
Potassium is required in high quantities for alfalfa production. In general, each ton of alfalfa will remove fifty pounds
of potassium from the soil. Calcium sulfate will increase the
amount of available potassium in the soil by releasing it from
the clay particles. This not only enhances yield, but will increase stand longevity and winter hardiness.
Good Sulfur Source
Many agronomists have recognized that sulfur deficiencies are
occurring more frequently as our air quality standards have become more stringent. Alfalfa has a higher sulfur requirement than
most crops. In 163 tests in eleven states alfalfa treated with sulfur
out-yielded the untreated on average by 1.1 tons per acre. Calcium
sulfate or gypsum is an excellent sulfur source in that all of its sulfur is in the sulfate form, the form the plant can readily use. Also
calcium sulfate will not lower the pH like other sulfur sources.
PRO CAL 40
Soil Solutions, LLC of Holstein, Iowa markets PRO CAL 40, a
very fine crystalline calcium sulfate, for use in alfalfa as well as
other crops and to amend alkali and clay soils. An application
of one ton of PRO CAL 40 will give responses for at least three
years. Application rates for alfalfa are usually 1⁄2 ton to 2 tons
per acre. At these rates PRO CAL 40 has given a 10 fold return
on investment. PRO CAL 40 and lime can be mixed and spread
together also. You may contact Soil Solutions, LLC at 712-3682185 or email vickie@ruralwaves.us for more information. e

American Agra Curtains Inc.

The Original Customized Insulated Curtain For Livestock Buildings

I

n the early eighties, virtually all of the “Farrow-to-Finish” swine confinements were single story buildings with
make-shift ventilation systems constructed as the individual builder saw fit. In the attempt to improve ventilation,
standardize construction, and cut costs, an automated insulated
curtain system was designed.
The original multi-layered insulated curtain was developed and patented in 1984 by Carolyn Henderson, American Agra Curtain’s current president. Since then, many
modifications and improvements have been incorporated
into our insulated curtain which is marketed under the name
8 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

of Insulated MAR-CO- LITE. Most of our curtains are still
on the job after seven or eight years of service.
In addition to our insulated curtains, we have many other
products designed specifically for the agricultural building
industry such as room and shop dividers, fan covers, bird
barriers, pulleys, stainless steel cable, rope, cord, split bolts,
curtain clips, and insulated curtains with no film for dairies, concrete blankets, sidewall insulation for garages, door
covers for basement rooms, and crawl space covers. Installation instructions are included with all orders.
Call us at 765-564-3979 and see what we can do for you. e
Heartland
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VARMITGETTER™

The Safest Burrowing Pest Control Device, Featuring A Wired Remote Control !!

T

he new VARMITgetter does not use torch handles and
mixing tips (they are fine if you are cutting metal).
VARMITgetter has designed a consistent mixing technique for the gas to be injected in the tunnel that is three to four
times faster than other hand-held devices on the market.
Advantages
1 Our wand is meant to be back filled to keep the concussion in
the tunnel/burrow and keep the noise level down.
2 If you hear a bang you are losing 50 to 70% of your concussion that should be in the tunnel/burrow.
3 Saves on your oxygen.
4 Hand held devices are DANGEROUS.
5 VARMITgetter gets the gas in the tunnel/burrow 3 to 4 times
faster than the handheld devices.
6 Our device does not have to be cocked and valves to be turned
each time you fire it like the handheld that are out there.
7 VARMITgetter can be fired repeatedly over and over again, simply
by applying the gas and hit the button without being near the blast.
8 In VARMITgetter’s owners manual it tells you how long to
apply the gas depending on what varmint you are dealing with.
9 VARMITgetter is priced hundreds of dollars less than the
handheld devices on the market and doesn’t break down.
10 Wired remote control -- up to 25’ away from the blast site.
11 Operator DOES NOT hold onto applicator, which produces

the blast.
12 Operator is not fatigued by the constant concussion of the blast.
13 The other hand-held units cause some operators to flinch,
causing not enough gas to be used for proper application.
14 You are able to see the blast from a safe distance at the control box and know how effective it is, versus just hearing it.
15 Able to cover firing cone with loose dirt to help keep gas
from escaping and to snuff out possible fire.
16 More portable, easier to move from burrow to burrow, it is
smaller and better balanced.
17 Well built to protect sensitive parts, yet readily accessible
for easy repair.
18 Extra safety measures are built in, so in the event that the
unit has been damaged or misused, you are protected by check
valves, flashback arrestors and pressure relief plugs.
19 The firing cone is made smaller, therefore, easier to use on
small rodents, such as the gopher and mole, etc.
20 Some repairs can be done while in the field, such as the
check valve and wiring.
21 The single dispersion hose provides better gas mix, giving
more effective and consistent blasts.
If you have any questions, would like more information or to
purchase call our toll free number 1- 877-XVARMIT or go to
www.varmitgetter.com e

Career Opportunities are Strong for Ag College Graduates

A

griculture, natural resources, and other related areas
remain viable areas of study for university students
says Don Marshall, Associate Dean of Academic
Programs in the College of Agriculture & Biological Sciences
at South Dakota State University. Farming and ranching are
becoming more high-tech and dependent on a sound business
plan, making a college education increasingly valuable, but
most of today’s graduates will be seeking employment in supporting areas rather than ag production.

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Heartland

Marshall indicated that while the number of agricultural producers has declined as average farm size increased, career opportunities in supporting areas of agriculture have increased.
Food processing, biotechnology, livestock and pet feed, pharmaceuticals, bio-fuels, financial services, and high-tech seed
development are examples. A recent USDA publication indicated that through the year 2010 there will be about 51,000 job
openings in the U.S. annually for graduates majoring in agriculture and life sciences, compared to about 49,000 graduates. e
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Egbers on
Super Edge
“There just isn’t enough we
can say about the Super Edge
Auger Flighting” Agrees Doug and
Laura
Egbers, owners of Egbers Flighting &
Supply L.L.C. The Super Edge is created in the rolling process.
This is a cold rolling process so the steel is not heat treated.
“This lets the steel retain its strength.” States Doug. Because of
how the flighting is made, the outside edge is thicker than your
common market flighting or plain flighting as they call it. Super
Edge Auger Flighting has approximately 50 thicker outside edge.
It gives longer wear and longer life of the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their repair and fabrication
division has years of experience in re-flighting and balancing
auger sections. “It just makes good sense to replace the auger
flighting instead of buying a new auger section.” Confirms Doug“”New auger sections can be pricey and the Super Edge Auger

Flighting is priced to sell,” Along with their repair’s Egbers offers
a wide assortments of replacement parts and tubing. They have
you basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled tube for grain cart unloading
augers all the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport augers,
“We’ve always thought freight and shipping to our customers
was a problem, we can ship pretty much all the replacement parts
a customer needs from here.” States Laura “That way all your
parts come from one location instead of several,”
New service for Egbers is their ability to balance combine
rotors. “We’re always looking for new products and services
for our customers. These rotors can be balanced at a fraction of
what a new one costs,” Says Laura.
All in all Egbers supports a great team for sales and repairs.
They’re your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement needs. Call
them at 800-462-2588 or check them out on the web - www.
eflighting.com. e
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The Exciting Bio One Story

T

he Bio One story is so exciting,
I get excited just talking about
it!
Bio One is a dormant bacteria organic fertilizer. Organic fertilizers are
naturally slow release, which provides
nutrients to plants when they need the
nutrients. Synthetic fertilizers glut the
plant with nutrients and usually at the
wrong time. I’m sure you used to apply fertilizer in the spring and very
little during the growing season. Traditional synthetic fertilizers ignore the
importance of soil biology. Soil biology includes bacteria, fungi, microorganisms, algae and protozoa. There
are about 50 million microbes in a teaspoon of soil.
Micro-organisms such as those found
in Bio One, have the ability to fix nitrogen from the air. Air is 78% nitrogen,
and makes it usable to the plant. The
nitrogen removed from the air is called
nitrate and it becomes attached to the

soil particles. Nitrates are non-leachable
and become 100% available to plants
immediately. Synthetic fertilizer is in
the nitrite form of nitrogen, which is
not available to the plants. It has to be
converted to the nitrate form to make it
available. Using Bio One, we can reduce
our synthetic fertilizers by 50-75% and
unleash other tied up nutrients.
Farmers like to see action today; not
next month or next year. Using Bio One,
you will definitely see results the first
year.
The best part of the Bio One story is
that the following year will be even
better. The way it looks to me, you are
probably looking at 3 to 4 years for
more synthetic fertilizer reduction.
We can’t do it overnight, but we’ll get
your soil in balance.
For more information about Bio One,
contact Ag Pro Tech at 218-779-1993,
e-mail wapag777@aol.com or visit our
website at www.bioonegold.com. e
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FARM POND WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE
By Jim A. Keeton, Fisheries Biologist

A

major challenge on the farmstead is maintaining a pond
for not only aesthetic appearance, but also a balanced
fishery and good water quality. Many ponds are plagued
with poor water quality that can result in major algae blooms, fish
kills and poor water transparency. Poor water quality is the root
of all evil concerning ornamental ponds, resulting in low oxygen;
excessive algae and weed growth and not so nice looking water.

NUTRIENTS
Sources of nutrient entering a pond come from a variety of
sources that we call non-point source pollution because it is
hard to identify all sources in particular pond water shed. In
agricultural areas, run-off from fields, corrals, barns etc. can
contribute large amounts of phosphorus and nitrogen if your

After Microbes
Before Microbes
Many of us wonder what are the causes of such conditions and
how we can correct them. Most biologists know that excessive
nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus are the culprits of
poor water quality. Even small amounts of these nutrients in
water can make a major difference between a clean pond and
an unsightly pond.

12 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

pond is down stream. Even wells can be a major contributor
to algae growth if they are loaded with nutrients. Many people
assume if the water from a well is clear and cold, then it must
be good when if fact, testing many times reveals high levels of
phosphorus and even nitrogen.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
The key to a successful farm pond management and a beautiful pond are maintaining water quality through a variety of
options. The best management approach is solutions that are
biological and mechanical, without the use of chemicals. In
many cases we cannot controls sources of nutrient entering a
pond, so in-pond methods can be used to reduce nutrients and
maintain good water quality and clarity.
These methods include:
Subsurface aeration, consisting of fine bubble diffusers to increase oxygen, freshening water, reducing nutrients and creating a better aquatic habitat for beneficial organisms to return
to the pond. Subsurface aeration is the best as these aerators
can circulate large volumes of water from the bottom up with
low power consumption when compared to fountains. There
are even solar powered aerators for lake and ponds that are as
good as an electric unit, with no power costs “ever”, but will
cost more up front.
Beneficial microbial additions, a new technology that is very
effective and a very promising aquatic management tool. Microbes can effectively reduce nutrients to low levels, digest bottom sludge and reduce all forms of nitrogen. Various beneficial
microbes are now available for different functions, depending
upon pond conditions.
Artificial substrates can be added for ponds that are very eutrophic (heavy nutrient levels), to grow beneficial organisms
and absorb nutrients maintaining clear water.
To summarize call a professional biologist that can assess
your ponds state of health and make recommendations based
upon sound science. In the next article we will expand on aeration, biological management procedures and fishery management. e
Heartland
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Equipment Leasing is an ideal
Cash Management Tool

E

production expenses are related to equipment.
The advantages of leasing:
1. The conservation of operating capital (cash) – a minimum down
payment will leave cash reserves on hand and credit lines open.
2. Fixed payments are easier to budget.
3. A True lease doesn’t show up on the balance sheet - it is an expense item which means it doesn’t affect your financial ratio’s.
4. Flexibility = payments structured to match your income
stream.
5. No additional collateral required and no all inclusive language, ie. “Everything now owned or hereafter acquired”!
6. Lease payments are a 100% tax write off and then depreciate your purchase option.
7. The customer doesn’t need his banker’s blessing!
What type of lease is best for me?
A person’s specific business and tax situation should be discussed with their tax advisor before deciding on one of the following options:
1. A Capital or Finance Lease
2. An Operating or True Lease
To my knowledge, Leasing Resources, Inc. is the only company in the U.S. offering 10 years terms on new grain bins,
pivot irrigation systems and Ag metal buildings. Before making your next capital equipment acquisition take a look at leasing as an option. It could be one of the most cost-effective
financing opportunities available today! For more information
call Leasing Resources at 1-800-743-4089 or visit our website
at www.leasingresources.com. e

very successful business requires sound cash management! Agricultural businesses are no exception and
that is why they are turning to one of the best options
available.... Equipment Leasing.
Leasing is a popular “financing” tool. Agricultural producers
used leasing to acquire 30% of the $63 Billion they spent on
equipment in 2006! In fact, 80% of all U.S. businesses lease
some or all of their equipment. Why is leasing so prevalent?
Simple – it makes good fiscal sense! Farmers must continue
to scrutinize their costs especially when 42% of their non-land

PRAIRIE WIND
CASINO

P

rairie Wind Casino is owned and operated by the
Oglala Sioux Tribe. Open 24 hours 7 days a week.
The casino is located 12 miles East of Oelrichs, SD
on Hwy 18 / 30 miles West of Pine Ridge, SD on Hwy 18.
The casino offers a variety of gaming entertainment: Slots,
Blackjack, 3Card Poker or No Limit Texas Hold’em Poker.
Not a Players Club member? Sign up today its FREE and
easy. Hungry? We have a wonderful Buffet in our Restaurant
with a limited menu. Needing cash? Don’t worry we have an
ATM on the premises. Visit our website at prairiewindcasino.
com. HC 49 Box 10, Pine Ridge, SD 1-800-705-WIND. The
Oglala Sioux Tribe Welcomes You! COMING SOON NEW
CASINO & HOTEL!! e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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equipment
Harv’s Farm Supply Inc.
Helping You “Adapt” To Harvest

A

re you looking to replace your
combine or corn head but don’t
have to capitol to update both? Or
do you need to have a specialty head custom built? Or rent a head for harvest? Or
are you looking for a Bin Extension? Or
wanting to find an easier way to harvest
Down Corn? Or do you just want to adapt
a newer head to an older combine or an
older head to a newer combine. – Either
way, we have you covered!
Harv’s Farm Supply, manufacturer of
BISH brand products – including Bish
Head Changers, Bish Bin Extensions,
Bish Down Corn Reels
and Bish Custom Built
Corn and Row Crop
Heads – has been in
business for 31 years
at it’s original location
4 miles west of Giltner, Nebraska. Harv’s
Farm Supply started
business in 1976, with
the introduction of the
Bish Head Changers.
Bish Head Changers
are packages which enable producers to place
John Deere corn and
row crop heads onto
the combine that best fits their operations.
Originally targeting the John Deere heads
to be mounted onto combines of other
manufactures, we now mix and match
heads of nearly all brands onto combines
of the most popular manufactures. This
ability to serve the hard working men and
women that take grain from the field to the
table has lead this business to evolve into
a leader of quality products and services
that we provide each and everyday.
As the farming practices changed across
the country the business grew. Sales of
John Deere row crop heads followed
shortly after the introduction of the Bish
Head Changer, the two went hand in hand.
As farming practices changed and the flex
head was brought into production, prov14 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

ing to be a very adequate tool for harvesting soybeans, particularly those planted in
rows narrower than 30”.
John Deere’s decision to discontinue the
row crop head, has caused demand to
slightly increase, improving the used head
market particularly in the hard to find row
spacings. Soybeans, sorghum and sunflowers are the crops of choice for these heads.
Originally selling 8 row and smaller row
crop and corn heads, we now focus on the
needs of producers that require heads not
offered by original equipment manufactures. With 100 corn and row crop heads

in stock we offer a wide variety of row
configurations to meet your needs.
With the introduction of the New Holland
– CR Series and the Case IH 70 and 8010
combine -’ feeder house widths have increased. Harvs Farm Supply has created
a frame with adjustable filler plates to accommodate the New Holland – CR and
Case 70 and 8010 as well as many other
brands of machines.
We can currently fit our new frames
on almost any New Holland, Case IH,
John Deere, Cat Challenger, Cat Lexion,
Massey Fergusson and Gleaner combines.
This universal feeder house opening on
various machines can be obtained with
minimal changes to the head due to the
use of a Bish Head Changer and allows
Heartland

producers to “share” a head with combines of different manufacturers.
In addition to this newer feeder house
opening, we are building a frame specifically designed to accommodate the row
units from Case IH 900 and 1000 series
heads to be used on the newer Case 70 and
8010 combines as well as the 21, 23 and
2500 series combines, as well as the John
Deere combines. This is very beneficial
for a producer that wants a row width up
to 40” to have a corn head that will do the
best job of cutting up the stalk while being
reasonably priced.
One of the main
products of our
company is our
Bish Head Changer,
we offer over 70 different possibilities.
We welcome your
challenges to adapt
your favorite combinations of heads
and combines. The
Bish Head Changer
can save you money, as many producers can not afford to
update to a newer
combine and corn
head or cutter bar at the same time.
The Bish head changer allows you to use
your existing head to your newer combine. Please call before you make your
next leap to a newer piece of equipment
as not all combinations are compatible.
While we specialize in head changers,
but we do not have the same expertise
in the wiring for your header height
control. For your wiring needs for your
header height control and sensors please
call the friendly wiring experts at Headsight Inc. – www.headsight.com.
Harv’s Farm Supply has in stock over 50
combinations of drive lines and parts, and
we also offer Field Tracker and Contour
Master Drive conversion kits, to place
your level land head onto a lateral tilt
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

feeder house. We stock custom made stub
adapters- such as 1-1/8 hex female to 1-3/8
21 spline male as well as many others. We
offer bolt on stub shaft adapters for your
John Deere combines which enable you
to attach a new head to an older combine
via. Telescoping power shaft These components can all be viewed in detail on our
website – www.harvsfarmsupply.com
From the 30+ years of experience of
building corn and row crop heads we have
tried a lot of things, made many business
contacts, created products that have had
major impacts in the way people harvest
and most of all have made a network of
not just customers but FRIENDS!
Our website offers most of our inventory
at your fingertips, as well as the details of
the other great products we offer. Please
take a moment to explore our company
at www.harvsfarmsupply.com and let us
help you make your dream a reality.
Harv’s Farm Supply is owned by Brad
and Christy Bish. Our address is 508
South “D” Road Giltner, Nebraska
68841. Please contact us at harvs@harvsfarmsupply.com or phone 402.849.2674,
if you have any questions or comments,
we welcome your thoughts. e
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Wind Turbine Industries
Jacobs® Wind Energy System
A Look into the Past and
Present of Wind Energy

H

ave you ever seen a wind turbine in motion?
Watching the blades as they whisk through the
air. The sound of a quiet whisper as the Jacobs’
machine produces alternative energy for your home or

business. The knowledge it must have taken to develop
such a fascinating machine.
When did the wind systems come about? Well, back in
1982, because of manpower requirements and capital requirements to enter into wind farm
applications, controlling interest was
acquired by Control Data Inc.; Renewable Energy Ventures Inc. was
established in 1983 for the acquisition
of land, permits, and planning of wind
farms. With the pending acquisition
of Winco, an alternator and portable
generator manufacturing company
located in Le Center, MN, the corporate name of the company was established as Earth Energy systems Inc.
(EESI) to better reflect the nature of
the corporation. Jacobs’ products included all wind related components
and Winco was the manufacturing
facility and supplier of all generators
and lighting standards. Both divisions
marketed existing products under existing trade names and logo’s as divisions of EESI.
From 1980 to 1986 EESI sold approximately 1500 wind energy
plants in the United States and 8 in
other countries. It also set up five
wind farms, three (3) in California
RAM supplies available nitrogen and sulfur as needed. The most common
and two (2) in Hawaii. Several facform is 41-0-0-4, 83% urea and 17% ammonium sulfate. Other forms such
tors contributed to the large numas 33-0-0-12 are useful on low organic soils, especially behind landforming
ber of sales in the United States. As
on sand. Most soil/crop relationships are S deficient, Applying N without S worsens
mentioned previously, electric costs
this. NEVER APPLY N WITHOUT S! Crops use more nutrients in stressful times.
rose dramatically due to the oil criYields here in NW Mississippi:
sis of the 1970’s and the resulting
increase in oil and gas prices. Also,
Wheat
96 bpa
335 acres 100 lbs then 200 lbs
ONCE
homeowners, farmers and business75 bpa
750 acres 100 lbs /100 lbs / 100 lbs TWICE
men received Federal Income Tax
Soybeans 88 bpa
69 acres 75 lbs late bloom
ONCE
credits and sometimes state income
Rice
230 bpa
36 acres 4-125 lb shots
ONCE
tax incentives for purchasing wind
38¢ per bu milling premium on 137,076 BU - A $72 per acre value
ONCE
energy systems. Also the 1978 FedSorghum 140 bpa
600 acres
ONCE
eral Law (PURPA) regulation in the
Uram Always
National Energy Act mandated that
Please give honest three year try.
local electric companies were re-

URAM

U
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quired to purchase excess electricity generated by wind
turbines privately owned. In addition, many people realized the long-term benefits of installing an energy system which did not have an adverse impact upon the environment and which used as its energy source a renewable
resource.
In late 1985 and early 1986 Control Data decided to divest itself of its wind energy division. It is believed this
decision was based upon several factors - falling oil prices,
repeal of Federal Income Tax credits for wind energy systems and the internal financial position of Control Data.
Wind Turbine Industries Corporation (“WTIC” or “Company”) was incorporated on May 28, 1986 as a Minnesota
corporation. Beginning in 1986 Wind Turbine Industries
Corporation, owned and controlled by Archie Pavek, purchased all exclusive rights, title and interest in trademarks,
patentable rights, trade secrets, technology, tooling, engineering and manufacturing drawings and all other documentation on the 10 thru 20kw wind generators, which
include the Grid Intertie System and the Hybrid System.
Currently due the increase in energy costs the sales in
wind energy has increased dramatically. Also the awareness of global warming, and the effect our current energy
source has on our environment has greatly influenced the
publics views on this type of alternative energy.
If you are interested in any other information on the Jacobs Wind System you can check out our website at www.
windturbine.net or contact us at 952-447-6064. e

(AY 'RINDERS

%XPERIENCE THE 0ERFORMANCE OF
4OTALLY %NGINEERED (AMMERS  2ODS
Mill Rods

Hammers

Screens

• Longer Wear • Personal Service
• Factory Direct Prices
• Cut Out the Middle Man

Manufacturing Hammers,
Rods & Screens for all makes
and models of Hay Grinders,
including: Haybuster, Jones,
Farmhand, and WHO.

$/2!. -!.5&!#452).'

Manufacturer of Hammers, Rods and Screens
1230 870th St. • PO Box 147 • Harlan, IA 51537-0147

(712) 755-7980 • Fax (712) 755-7877
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Universal Grain Burner

A

s costs for traditional methods of heating homes and
other buildings continue to
rise, more people are actively seeking alternative ways to generate energy. Because corn is a renewable fuel
source, it is environmentally neutral.
Burning corn will help reduce dependency on foreign fossil fuels while
having no negative impact on our environment.
With its 20,000 to 200,000 BTU heat
output, the Universal Grain BurnerTM
Model 1020 easily heats larger buildings. The burner is adaptable to most
forced air or water systems and can be
expanded to include hot water heating
Universal Grain and Bio Mass Heating System Inc.’s unique combustion
system makes the Model 1020 a true

multi-fuel system. There are no manual
draft settings, no changing of firepots,

and no fuel additives needed.
The award winning Model CH150 is
an innovative product with potential

for commercial and personal use. This
corn-burning stove is designed for a
heating range of 40,000 – 150,000
BTU’s. The stove is transported with
minimal effort, having wheels for ease
of portability. The compact size of the
CH150 reduces the amount of space
needed to install and store between
heating seasons.
The CH150’s unique dual auger design provides up to 50% more heating
capacity. This increase in efficiency results in immediate savings over gas or
fuel oil usage.
Because the stove burns corn, a renewable fuel source, the CH150 is
environmentally friendly, making it an
ideal tool for greenhouses, warehouses,
farm buildings, repair shops, concrete
contractors, and construction sites. e

its to fields with growing crops being irrigated by center pivots. The difference
with Pivotrac is you and your hands
know immediately when a pivot shuts
down (and you know when it starts back
up). Priorities change with new information. Now pivot status information
delivered to everyone needing it can
help adjust priorities to avoid costly
downtime that can result in crop stress
and yield loss. Why wait until the last of
the day to find out a pivot is stuck? With

Pivotrac the problem is immediately
known before all the help goes home
and you get “stuck” with the problem.
The service is simple, reliable and at
just $225 per season, very affordable.
Subscribers can view their pivots on a
secure website from anywhere, and the
website includes summary and detailed
records of all pivot activity (www.pivotrac.com). For a dealer in your area,
contact Jerry Abts by phone at 888-8722360 or e-mail: jerry@pivotrac.com. e

got pivots?

T

hen you already know the challenge of keeping your irrigation
on schedule for maximum profit. More than ever, high-energy costs
make pivot management a critical task.
In the early 90’s Jerry Abts was selling
a sophisticated and expensive remote
monitoring and control system for center pivots; but most irrigators declined
and simply asked, “what’a’ya got that
will just tell me if my pivots are on?”
The answer came in 1995 when Abts
founded Pivotrac.com and patented a
method of using simple text pagers to
keep irrigators informed on the status
of whole groups of pivots, one to a hundred or more.
Today Pivotrac combines text messaging and Internet connectivity with special
radio telemetry that works everywhere
to deliver on-the-go status of multiple
pivots to anyone, anywhere. Pagers are
still used, but most subscribers receive
the text messages on their digital cell
phones. In addition, the system provides remote start and stop options from
any telephone or the Internet.
There are many reasons for on-site vis18 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y
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Joined Pressure
and Height Sensing
Available

I

f you use a draper header for harvesting soybeans or simply need to
cut close to the ground with a rigid
header style header you will want to be
aware of this opportunity.
There is now available auto header
height specifically designed for use on a
draper header for harvesting soybeans, it
is called FeathersightTM. It allows seamless transition between “off the ground”
and “on the ground” height sensing and
is manufactured by Headsight Inc.

Because of Headsight’s experience in
automatic header height they have become recognized as the go-to company
for advice and knowledge on auto height
control, adapting unmatched combines
and headers, as well as helping producers
in specific markets with specific needs.
Building upon that experience, Headsight
became aware of the increasing demand
of draper headers and developed sensors
specifically for use on draper headers that
are harvesting soybeans. Soybean harvest
(and lodged wheat) requires the header to
shave the ground and often the skids need
to be contacting the ground. This makes
height sensors alone insufficient. The
FeathersightTM system combines off the
ground sensors with pressure sensing, allowing effective height sensing throughout the operating range.
FeathersightTM gives the operator onground/off-ground seamless height sensing to bring in more crop, help protect
the header and combine, decrease operator fatigue and lessen the risk of gouging the ground or picking up rocks.
The FeathersightTM system is available
with sensors specifically designed for
use in ridges.
If you have an interest in learning more
about this product please contact us at
574-546-5022 or e-mail, info@headsight.com e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Harms Manufacturing Incorporated

H

arms Manufacturing Incorporated, home of the famous
“Harms Wagons”, has been
around since 1929. The business was
originally founded as a blacksmith shop
located in the town of Bertha, Minnesota. Wally and Art Harms, brothers
and current owners of the manufacturing plant, purchased the shop from their
father in 1964. Fixing anything but broken hearts and the break of day, Wally
and Art have established a reputation for
building equipment that stands second
to none. Their wagons, perhaps their
best know product, have a smoothness
of design and welding that are envied by
craftsmen everywhere.
In the past few years, Harms Manufacturing Inc. has branched out to include
several new product lines. Among these

are the Harms Dump Trailers, Harms
Land Rollers, Harms Stock Trailers,
and their newest product, the Harms Big
Bale Racks. In addition to these products, they also manufacture swing sets,
small utility wagons, and parade/transport wagons.
Harms Manufacturing Inc. is also renown for their ability to repair the unfixable. Many people have said, “if
the Harms brothers can’t fix it, throw it

away.” As part of the manufacturing facility, Harms Manufacturing Inc. stocks
a complete line of sheet steel and steel
tubing, bearing, sprockets, u-joints, and
tires and implement wheels.
The next time you’re looking for a
quality piece of farm equipment or need
to get your machinery repaired, trust a
name that has proven itself with over 60
years of service in production -- Harms
Manufacturing Incorporated. e

Pit Hog

Liquid Waste Technology (LWT) Manufactures Dredges
Built for Hog Lagoons, Dairy Lagoons, Agricultural and
Residential Ponds.

L

WT specializes in the design and manufacture of custom solutions for the dredging
industry building high quality remote
controlled portable dredges uniquely equipped
for the water and wastewater treatment industry.
LWT designs the PIT HOGTM Remote Control
Electric Lagoon Pumper with quality components for dependable, easy operations and
builds it with structural steel for dependable,
long term use.
The PIT HOGTM, an electrically powered
remote controlled Dredge, is designed to remove sediments from the bottom of waterways,
ponds, and settling lagoons. In situ solids are excavated and transported as slurry through a piping system to a remote location.
Remote Control Lagoon Dredging Reduces Labor &
Exposure Radio Remote SenseTM is the new LWTTM system for complete remote control of dredging and waste lagoon
pumping. Hand held panel controls dredge from distances of
1100 feet or more. Operator can move about the site and stay
in control of dredging. Revolving lights on the dredge indicate when auger, pump or travel motors are running to signal
dredge operation and control. Remote control enhances opera20 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

tor comfort and safety, reduces labor and increases
production.
LWT’s “Remote Senses” for total control: Solids SenseTM lets you set solids density then it
continually adjusts to maintain it.
Monitoring the density it can react faster than
an operator to
maintain uniform concentration. Bottom
SenseTM follows pond contour and raises the
head if bottom is contacted to save pond liners.
Auto SenseTM and Lateral SenseTM complete
control of movement setting limits on the area
to be dredged.
Hydraulic power gives soft start/stop, greater control and smooth operation. Pit HogTM systems automate control of both electric and engine power plants.
The Pit Hog Dredge Line can produce unparalleled,
economical and efficient transmission of waste products.
Visit www.lwtpithog.com for more information.
Liquid Waste Technology (LWT)
John Krahling
422 Main Street, P.O. Box 250, Somerset, WI 54025
Telephone: 715-247-5464 Fax: 715-247-3934
Email: sales@lwtpithog.com e
Heartland
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A slight taper from the center is built into the slat and this unique
design along with the smooth ﬁnish keeps the ﬂoor cleaner and drier.
The Honegger slat has a pencil rounded edge that resists chipping
and reduces damage to feet and legs.
The self-spacing “T” slat is a feature of the Honegger slat. We feel
the 6-inch slat with 1-inch spacing is the best ﬂoor for hogs and
weaners to market.

Gangs or Single Slats

HONEGGER SLATS

Plant Location: 1204 W. Oak, Fairbury, IL 61739

Sales Ofﬁce: 815-692-3511

“Honegger Concrete Slats have a compression strength of 7020 psi at 28 days”

“Delivery & Installation Available”
Manufacturing Quality Slats For 35 Years
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Otters, Inc.

Dozer Blades Designed To
Fit Your Individual Tractor

O

tter’s, Inc. is a family owned operation, building
angle dozer blades since 1958. The company’s
founder, Marion Otter previously operated under
the title of Otter Manufacturing until 1997 when he retired.
He then turned the company over to his sons, Frank and Greg
Otter, presently, Otter’s Incorporated.
An Otter Angle Dozer gives you maximum use from your
tractor year-round for snow removal, packing silage, terrace
repair, cleaning feedlots, etc. Otter’s will custom design
blades to fit your individual tractor.
Otter’s offers balanced and pivotal dozer blades for the
standard 2-wheel drive tractor with optional widths of 9 ft.,
10 ft., 11 ft., and 12 ft. The blade mounts close to the front
wheel for best control, has easy suitcase linkage for angle
change and activates from a standard 8-inch cylinder which
is included. The push frame is designed to take the beating
that a dozer gets on the corner.
For the mechanical front wheel standard 4-wheel drive
tractor there are optional widths of 10 ft., 12 ft., and 14 ft.
and optional accessories offered.

“Think Otter” for your pushing, packing and cleaning. For
more information or questions, Phone 785-567-4648 or Fax:
785-567-4629. E-mail: info@otterdozer.com; Website:
www.otterdozer.com e
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Fall Ag
Shows
September 11-13, 2007
Husker Harvest Days
Grand Island, NE
(630) 462-2900
www.huskerharvestdays.com
September 11-13, 2007
Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show
Canada’s Outdoor Park,
Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
(800) 563-5441
www.outdoorfarmshow.com
September 18-20, 2007
Farm Science Review
Molly Caren Agricultural
Center, London, OH
(800) 644-OPSR – fsr.osu.edu
September 18-20, 2007
International Plowing Match
& Farm Machinery Show
Leeds/Greenville , Ontario,
Canada – (800) 661-7569
www.plowingmatch.org
October 16-18, 2007
Sunbelt Ag Expo
Spence Field, Moultrie, GA
(229) 985-1968
www.sunbeltexpo.com
November 7-10, 2007
Agri-Trade Farm
Equipment Exposition
Westerner Park, Red Deer,
Alberta, Canada
(403) 347-4491
www.agri-trade.com
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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AnBo’s rakes designed to help farmers move waste

T

he hydraulic grapple rake, a versatile new tractor/loader attachment, is giving farmers and ranchers greater control
and efficiency in cleaning up, moving, loading, and stacking tasks.
While the dirt bucket has been the standard tractor or loader attachment, it has drawbacks in a variety of tasks requiring control
and efficiency such as raking, carrying, or stacking.
Because it’s more efficient and adaptable than the bucket, the
grapple rake, which hydraulically opens, closes, and moves its jaws
of spaced metal tines, is becoming indispensable. It can remove
trees and brush or surface rake limbs and debris without piling up
unnecessary dirt. It can dig out roots, stumps, and rocks. It can pick
up, move, and stack logs and hay bales. It can even lightly plow
and efficiently tackle a variety of tasks requiring more control than
the typical bucket provides.
Dorman Walser, who farms and ranches 4,000 acres in Crowell,
Texas, used a standard bucket attachment on his Caterpillar loader,
as well as other implements, to remove trees/brush, move firewood,
and haul hay. He was less than satisfied with the results.
“The bucket could pile stuff up, but couldn’t rake or stack,” Walser says. “It dug into the ground and picked up a lot of trash and dirt
that we had to sort out. It wouldn’t hold things in place.”
To dig out roots, Walser resorted to plowing. “The plows would
hang up on roots and tear up shanks,” he says.
While hayforks could move hay bales, they lacked the control
necessary to stack them. Says Walser, “When the bale rolled off the
fork, I’d have to hope it rolled where I wanted it.”
A firewood side business was also too manually labor intensive,

requiring sorting through logs and debris.
Walser needed a tool strong enough to pick up stumps, logs, and
hay bales, controllable enough to stack them, and versatile enough to
efficiently rake up twigs and limbs without piling up dirt. It also had
to be strong enough to withstand long wear without breaking teeth.
He turned to a hydraulic grapple rake by Colville, Washingtonbased AnBo Mfg., which specializes in high quality designed products for tractors, loaders, and skid steers.
AnBo built the grapple rake to fit Walser’s Caterpillar loader so
no brackets were needed. The grapple rake operates with the loader
like a bucket. You can raise and lower it, roll it forwards or backwards. Opening and closing its jaws of spaced metal tines is controlled by a third hydraulic function.
Walser chose and 8-foot grapple rake with 6-inch tine spacing to
allow dirt but not brush to sift through the rake’s tines. AnBo uses
a special type of steel that has twice the yield strength (resistance
to bending) and a much higher Brinell Hardness rating (resistance
to wear) than T-1 steel.
When he uses the grapple rake to remove trees, stumps, and roots,
he’s confident it’ll pick up the load without bending teeth or cluttering things up with debris.
“I can pick up whatever I want with it, from stumps as big as
people to brush, without picking up dirt,” he says. “It’s great for
grubbing out stumps and roots, and can do the work of five men
moving and stacking logs in our firewood business.”
He uses the grapple rake not only to rake up tree limbs, brush, and
trash, but also to lightly plow the ground in preparation for planting
improved grass seed for cattle pasture. “Because you can do everything with it from removing stumps, to raking, to light plowing, it
makes for a fast, easy way to get a clean pasture,” he says.
Walser uses the grapple rake to pick up, place, and stack square and
round hay bales on a truck trailer, in addition to taking hay straight
to the cattle from a haystack. “The grapple rake gives us more control than a hay fork,” he says. “With it, you can pick up, turn, set
down and stack bales wherever you want. It’s a great tool for so
many applications, and is quick to change over from a bucket.”
Dennis Sherer, who grows corn and soy beans and runs a cow/calf
operation on 2,000 acres southeast of Kansas City, Missouri, had
removed trees from a hedge row that was damaging a fence, and
whose roots were jutting into a field. He was frustrated with pushing the trees on the ground with a dozer bucket for burning disposal. Trying to remove the roots with a chisel plow wasn’t working,
and he disliked how waste hay fell from the bucket when cleaning
around the cow racks each winter.
He turned to a 7’ AnBo grapple rake as an attachment for his tractor loader, and found the going much easier.
“Instead of pushing trees along the ground, I pick them up with the
grapple rake and carry them to the pile,” says Sherer. “It grabs everything like the fingers of your hand, and gives you more control.
With it, you can pick up just about anything off the ground. It saves
lots of time picking up waste cow feed to spread over the pasture.”
“It’s a great time saver,” concludes Sherer. “I wish I’d heard of it
earlier.”
For more information, call 866-684-3330 toll free; fax 509-6841997; email sales@anbomanufacturing.com; visit www.anbomanufacturing.com on the internet; or write to AnBo Manufacturing,
Inc. at 685 S. Elm, Colville, WA 99114. e
Article courtesy: The Columbia Basin Farmer, September 2006
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BAINTER
BOOM
TRENCHER
The only forward
digging skid steer
mounted trencher

I

t is with great pleasure that I introduce you to the trencher we all
wished we owned. This trencher
has all the features and benefits and performs all the functions we all wished a
trencher could.

The ruggedly built “Bainter” Boom
Trencher is hydraulically driven and is
the ONLY skid steer mounted trencher
designed to trench going forward. It is
specifically designed to trench around
comers and curves. As you will see in
the photos, the dirt augers are a completely NEW innovation. The dirt auger
assembly is adjustable up and down;
and is positioned on the digger boom to
be right above ground level as per the
depth of ditch you want to trench. Our
basic trencher model digs 3’6” deep,
and is expandable to 4’6” and 5’6” deep.
The maximum width is 12” wide.
The quick attach feature allows for very
quick mounting and dismounting of the
digger and is easily transported on your
trailer. The quick attach fits all skid steer
loaders and is in fact the BEST and most
versatile trencher ever designed.
For a FREE video and more information call us today! e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

The Great Plains
Synfuels Plant
Pioneering Alternative
Fuels for America

Contact: Steven Liebelt
(701) 221-4400
1600 E. Interstate Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58503-0564

www.dakotagas.com
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beef – dairy
Pearson’s Continues Keeping Pace With
Livestock Industry’s Demands In 2007

P

earson Livestock Equipment is proudly moving
into its 45th year of producing quality equipment
for the livestock industry. Our hydraulic chute has
been on the market for 4 years and has been received with
excitement! Last year we are adding a kit which will make
any Pearson alley hydraulic by going from the chute controls with the power beyond capability. The valve for the
alley is mounted top front center, where it can be controlled from either the right or left catwalk of the alley.
The screw jack on the alley is replaced by a hydraulic cylinder, which will adjust the inside width of the alley from
16” to 30”.
This simple hydraulic package can be put on any of our alleys
that are equipped with the screw jack for adjustment. If you

already have a hydraulic chute you may put our alley behind
it and come from the chute valves with the power beyond to
control the alley. Chutes and alleys can be powered by the hydraulics off most tractors or can be ordered with an eight horse
Honda engine or single phase 220 V motor.
Pearson’s offers a complete line of Cattle Working Equipment, including our “Original” Straight-side Manual Chute, AI
extension, the “Original” Pearson Automatic Headgate, Working Tubs and Alley. We also produce a complete line of Bison
Handling Equipment. Quality products and customer satisfaction continue to be our goal.
For more information on any of our equipment or inquiring
about a distributorship or dealership, call (308) 645-2231 or
e-mail us at pearsonsinc@nebnet.net e

SCALE-TEC

For accurate planting Scale Kit for JD 1990 CCS

T

he John Deere 1990 scale kit works with all
small grains. The scale makes your job easier,
and it takes the guess-work out of the calibration, which can be a time consuming and frustrating
task. Thanks to this Scale-Tec system, you can now
load a drill, check your scale and acre counter, drill 4-5
acres, and monitor your seed rates- all from inside the
cab.
If you finish a custom job at 9:00 PM, you don’t have to empty
the drill; you can know exactly how much seed is in it. You’re
ready to go to the next job.
26 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

You also no longer have to climb out of the cab to check your
seed level; your scale can let you know.
The John Deere 1990 scale kit includes four load cells, wiring, mounting brackets, and a waterproof, back-lit readout. The
installation time is 3-4 hours, and has no welding or drilling
involved.
Scale-Tec offers kits for the John Deere box drill, John Deere
1690 and 1890 CCS drills, and John Deere 1770 and 1790 CCS
planters. If you would like more information, you can contact
Scale-Tec at 319-462-2344 or through your local John Deere
dealer. e
Heartland
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Feedlot
Managers!

Crackers & Crimpers
Custom Built Mills For

• Wet Or Dry
• Large or Small Grains
• Silage
Call For Information

866-393-1116
&%%$ +).' 0/24!",% &%%$%23

 "USHEL #REEP &EEDER WITH FOLD UP CREEP PENS
#REEP FEED YOUR CALVES OR REMOVE CREEP PENS AND FEED OUT STEERS WITH THE LEAST
AMOUNT OF LABOR AND THE GREATEST EFlCIENCY WITH A h&EED +INGv 0ORTABLE &EEDER
s  MODELS AVAILABLE FROM   BUSHEL CAPACITY WITH OR WITHOUT CREEP PENS
OPTIONAL FOLD UP PENS AVAILABLE ON  MODELS ONLY
s (EAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION WITH NEW DOMESTIC  GAUGE STEEL  GAUGE FEED
TROUGH STANDARD
s ,EVER ACTION TOP DOOR IS EASILY OPENED FROM THE GROUND ,OWER DOORS EASILY
ADJUSTABLE FOR FEED mOW REGULATION
s !LL h&EED +INGv PORTABLE FEEDERS CAN BE LOADED WITH FEED AND TOWED BEHIND
YOUR PICKUP OR TRACTOR

3ERVING FARMERS AND RANCHERS SINCE  /VER  
UNITS IN USE IN THE -IDWEST 5NITED 3TATES

&OR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER SEE YOUR LOCAL FEED DEALER OR CALL US TODAY
AT     /UR EMAIL ADDRESS IS RICHARDCOX SOCKETNET
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JANSSEN RED ANGUS

“Seedstock Producers with a Commercial Focus”

J

anssen Red Angus is focused on the needs of our commercial cattlemen. A background raising commercials cattle has
developed our goals for producing seedstock. The important traits are the ones that make you money. These are not only
based on performance but also what we call convenience traits.

Using Red Angus cattle in our breeding program has been
the best thing that has happened to our cow herd. We not only
found an honest breed of cattle but an opportunity for our family to expand our business.
Balanced breeding stock is the goal of our operation. Calving
ease, mothering ability and fertility are important traits in a

cow-calf operation. Feedlot performance and carcass quality
are areas we have experienced in our commercial cows by retaining ownership of steers through the feedlot to the packer.
We prefer private treaty for selling our bulls. It lets us know our
customers better and give a personal touch to this business.
When you don’t want the excitement of an auction, remember
Janssen Red Angus. “Seedstock Producers with a Commercial
Focus”. Janssen Red Angus, 1825 Ave. X, Geneseo, KS, 67444
or 620-824-6426 e

7()4% /!+ %.4%202)3%3
Distributor of cattle products that reduce
both the stress on your animal
& the effort of the operator.

Howard Becker
 #OUNTY 2D  s 3ARCOXIE -ISSOURI 

Phone: 417-246-5578
Cell: 417-438-8023
% MAIL INFO WHITEOAKENTNET
7EBSITE WWWWHITEOAKENTNET
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RAU IM2000 Animal Immobilizer
user base growing rapidly

T

he RAU IM2000 Animal Immobilizer has established
a widely dispersed and satisfied user base in 25 US
states, Canada, Mexico, a number of Central and
South American countries and other parts of the world since
its introduction to North America by Atlanta Ga based, I &
G Distributors USA some 6 years ago.
The ruggedly built RAU IM2000 Animal Immobilizer
improves worker safety, reduces risk and lowers handler and

Since its introduction to the cattle industry, it has been
accepted by Veterinarians, animal breeders and farmers and
successfully used on a variety of other animals including
deer, buffalo, camels, pigs, horses, sheep and goats.
By inserting the aluminum probe into the animal’s rectum
and applying mild electronic stimulation, the animal will
immediately be immobilized by interruption of voluntary
muscle activity - (without affecting the involuntary muscles
and organs such as heart and breathing). This then allows the
user to perform procedures with or without assistance from
other persons and restraining devices, as the application
dictates. The degree of immobilization is fully controlled
by the operator. Removal of the stimulus allows the animal
to immediately return to its pre-immobilization state with
no negative side effects, even on pregnant animals.
Working large animals can now be a whole lot easier,
safer and less stressful thanks to the RAU IM2000 Animal
Immobilizer which is backed by a 3 year parts and labor
warranty and comes highly recommended by its users.
For more information visit www.igd-usa.com, or call I&G
Distributors USA toll free on 888 750 6154 or email “sales@
igd-usa.com”. e

animal stress by holding animals still, often without expensive
squeeze chutes and head gates. Its users include cattlemen/
women, veterinarians, universities, feedlots, breeders, dairy
farmers, stockmen and many large and small ranchers who use
it for branding, dehorning, medical treatment, AI work, hoof
trimming, grooming and many other routine tasks. It is light,
comes in a handy carry bag for convenient transportation and
its battery can be recharged from a vehicle power outlet or,
with an adaptor, from the 110v AC supply to give 8 –10 hours
of working time when needed.

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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BAKKO INDUSTRIES, INC

W

hat makes Jug Livestock
Waterers the right choice
for your livestock? Following are some of the unique qualities that
Jug Livestock Waterers offer.
It all starts with the Draw Tube Design. It is much like a giant straw so
the animal can use its normal method
of drinking. The animal places its
muzzle over the opening in the drinking bowl and sucks up the water just
as it would naturally drink from a water hole. The Draw Tube Design is really three tubes, two copper and one
CPVC. As the water gets cold in the
drinking bowl, it becomes heavier and
sinks down the CPVC tube forcing the
warm water up the copper tubes into
the drinking bowl.

Jug water is clean. No more smelly
water from heavy bacterial growth. The
Draw Tube is attached to the drinking
bowl with a feed trap which keeps feed
debris that fall off the animal’s mouth
from dropping into the water reservoir. With Jug Livestock Waterers you
will not have algae growth because
the waterer seals out the air and sunlight which aid in the growth of algae.
Another advantage of the Jug is that
animals can see and smell clean water.
They do not have to learn to lift flaps
or push balls or floats out of the way
to get water.
Jug Livestock Waterers have an external adjustment screw for the float valve
which allows for easy adjustment at any
time without the removal of any lids or

covers.
Jug Livestock Waterers are available in
Energy Free or Energy Efficient models. In cold climates we recommend the
Energy Efficient model, which has a 65watt heater and thermostat to give you
the insurance you need in cold winter
weather. The average energy cost for an
Energy Efficient Jug is about $9.00 for
the Entire Season.
Keep the Jug in mind when you are
ready for your next waterer purchase.
Jug Livestock Waterers are manufactured in Glenwood, MN by Bakko Industries, Inc. a family owned and operated business. Check us out on the web
at www.thejugwaterer.com or give us
a call at 1-800-584-6675. We look forward to hearing from you. e

Renco Corporation • PREG-TONE®

A

Fast, Safe, and Accurate Ultrasonic Pregnancy Tester
for Hogs, Sheep, Alpacas,
Llamas and more.
No lights to watch! No buttons to
push!
Ultrasonic Pregnancy detection with
the RENCO PREG-TONE is now a
proven and accepted herd management
technique. Among the numerous benefits are the following:
• Identification of feed-wasting non
producers.
• Confirmation of pregnancy in
animals purchased or sold.
• Savings resulting from increase in
overall operating efficiency,
permitting more efficient use of
expensive farrowing installations.
The patented PREG-TONE uses high
frequency sound waves called ultrasound to detect amniotic fluid present
during pregnancy. When this fluid is
detected, the instrument produces a
loud continuous tone. When used on
an animal which is not pregnant, the instrument produces an intermittent tone.
The intermittent tone also indicates that
30 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

good skin contact is being made.
No guessing and no question. Clinically proven 100% accurate on normal sows, 97% accurate on ewes.
The RENCO PREG-TONE has been
tested against other ultrasound instruments by leading universities throughout the world. Their studies show the
PREG-TONE as the superior instrument
in both accuracy and ease of use (studies
available upon request).
Testing may begin as early as 18 days
with swine (large litters, 11-12 piglets).
Open sows can be diagnosed as early as
30 days. Normal testing time in sows
and gilts is 30-73 days.
Pregnancy testing in ewes can begin as
early as 30 days, with positive diagnosis
made by 45 days. Normal testing time
in ewes is 30-120 days. Testing on large
New Zealand White rabbits can begin at
10 days.
Loud, easy to hear tones.
During testing, no lights are used, no
buttons are pushed, thus attention is not
diverted from the animal. A short intermittent tone indicates good contact,
while a loud continuous tone indicates
Heartland

pregnancy. Since the PREG-TONE
uses only loud easy to hear tones to indicate both pregnancy and non pregnancy,
it can be clipped on the belt or kept in
a pocket. The PREG-TONE does not
need to be seen or held during testing.
Rechargeable
NiMH
batteries
(NEW). Low battery indication.
Specially chosen by Renco Corporation
to assure long life, the battery pack will last
for years and give many hours of testing
on one overnight charge. Renco’s own
unique circuitry causes the PREG-TONE
to turn itself off when the battery needs
recharging, assuring the user against erroneous readings due to insufficient power.  
Battery charger is included.
Rugged all-metal construction...
Small enough to slip in your pocket.
All-metal construction guarantees
against interference by radio waves in
the atmosphere, a major accuracy problem with some ultrasound instruments.
Constructed of heavy gauge aluminum
for ruggedness and ease of cleaning,
the RENCO PREG-TONE is still lightweight and small enough to slip in your
pocket. Contact us today! e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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AGRI-TRAC

More Than Just Traction...
It’s Profit For The Farmer!

F

or years the dairy industry has been searching for the
solution to lameness issue with cattle. There have
been attempts made to eliminate or reduce lameness

through altering floor designs such as grooving, the use of
rubber, scabbling etc. All of these efforts may appear to be
the fix in the short term but over time they have not proven
themselves.
AGRI-TRAC, a patented process and anti-slip surface,
milled into existing concrete floors is proving to be the
fix for slippery floors which leads to hoof and leg injuries
which lead to lameness.
Tom Woodall, the founder of AGRI-TRAC, worked with
the slat manufacturers to come up with a process which
would allow the prefabricated material to be resurfaced
when they became slippery. At the time, Woodall was using
a concrete planer attachment on a BOBCAT to resurface
dairy barn floors in southern Ontario. This process was far

too aggressive to be used on slat floors completely destroying them when tested.
Two years of design and testing lead to the development
of the AGRI-TRAC process which was endorsed by the slat
manufacturers and lead to the current patent. The end result
was a surface which has a corduroy texture and is more
suitable for hoof health then the planer’s surface.
That was ten years ago. Today AGRI-TRAC is making a
name for itself with dairy herds in 9 states and 9 provinces
benefiting from the finish. Until just recently Woodall has
been a one man and one machine show which has provided
the finish to over 550 different barns covering over 1.2 million square feet or 27.6 acres of solid floor coverage.
With the word of mouth advertising AGRI-TRAC is getting from the farmers, hoof trimmers, veterinarians and nutritionists, the demand has grown to a point where he can no
longer support the demands of Canada let alone the added
demands from states like Wisconsin, New York and Minnesota. The added hurdles imposed on North America as a result of 9-11 have also created problems with AGRI-TRACs
abilities to provide service into the United States.
Why the demands?
Results and information provided by the dairy farmers
who have had the AGRI-TRAC finish machined into their
floors to date show:
• Milk productivity increases of up to 18%
• Heat detections increased by up to 50%
• Hoof and leg injuries reduced by up to 55%
• Cull rate reductions of up to 22%
• Payback on cost in as little as 7 months

Sikkema’s

StepSaver Crowd Gates

A

re you tired of chasing your cows every time you
milk? Are you tired of how long and frustrating that
game lasts each and every day? Our StepSaver Crowd
Gate will eliminate the “chase” game. The StepSaver Crowd
Gate will ease your cows into your parlor in an efficient, orderly way. The bell switch located on the control box will train
your cows in no time, that when the bell goes off, they come
in. Our StepSaver has a blemish free 26 year accident free record. We cover it with a one year warranty and we have dealers
32 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

nationwide. The StepSaver is affordable, straightforward to
install and will save you and your cows a great deal of frustration at each and every milking. We can ship your StepSaver
usually within two weeks of an order. Support if needed is just
a phone call away. Call us today for more information on how
you and your cows can team up on this winning, affordable,
reliable gate.
Sikkema’s Equipment • Byron Center, MI 49315 • 1-800553-8171 • www.sikkemaequipment.com e
Heartland
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Hoof trimmers have indicated that they have seen a reduction of income from farms having been AGRI-TRACed by
up to 35%, stating that they are generally providing a manicure service rather then having to block and repair hoof
damage suffered from previous flooring conditions. They
are finding that the hoof is wearing evenly and at a rate
slightly slower then the rate of growth.
AGRI-TRAC also aids in preventing and fighting off
strawberry foot and other viruses. When comparing the manure storage of a grooved floor and that of an AGRI-TRAC
floor, the AGRI-TRAC floor holds 1⁄4 the amount of ma-

nure reducing the amount of bacteria left on the floor after
having been scraped.
All of this equals PROFIT to the farmer.
Woodall has recently hired on two crews to provide the

Canadian dairy farmers a more timely service. He has customers that have waited for up to 10 months to have their
barns completed after having had a trial area finished in
their barns and then requesting the remainder of the barn
be completed after experiencing the benefits of the service.
New customers have been patiently waiting knowing that
when AGRI-TRAC arrives a lot of their hoof health, lameness and heat detection issues will be addressed and taken
care of.
For the dairy farmers in the United States, Woodall is looking to develop a dealer network to provide services to them.
The affects of 9-11 have virtually shutdown the border and
his ability to get into the country. He has many customers
in the Wisconsin area and New York state who have been
demanding his services.
AGRI-TRAC has recently started to work with 2 recognized and respected non-partisan groups who are in the
dairy industry to substantiate the data that has been provided by the farmers. The goal is to change the theory of power
trowel and grooving new barn floors to provide a defense
against slipping. Woodall believes that a good quality surface finish can be put into freshly poured concrete using a
rollerbug tool will provide a good stable no slip surface for
up to 4 to 6 years at no cost to the farmer. When that surface
wears and becomes slippery then call AGRI-TRAC.
For information pertaining to AGRI-TRAC call 1-877966-3546, visit the web site www.agritraction.com or visit
us at the World Dairy Expo in Madison Wisconsin. e

25 Years of sales and service and still
going strong... How can we help you
with your next project?
• Faster, Calmer
Milking
• Straight Forward
Installation
• Priced Right
• 1 Year Warranty
Crowd Gates
1235 100th St. S.E.
Byron Center, MI 49315

800.553.8171
www.sikkemaequipment.com
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Oxy Blast Plus

O

xy Blast Plus, produced by Essential Water Solutions, Inc.
of Story City, IA, is an economical water treatment and health enhancing alternative for dairy cows. Oxy
Blast Plus is a base of 50 percent hydrogen peroxide with a proprietary blend of
over 30 herbal antibiotics and over 70
trace minerals that work synergistically
to potentize the hydrogen peroxide.
As a water treatment, Oxy Blast Plus
does two things: 1) It rids the water of
the common contaminants such as sulfur (causing a rotten egg smell), manganese (the black stuff) and iron slime. It
also helps to precipitate out the iron so
the iron can be effectively removed with
an optional sediment filter producing
better quality water. Better quality water
means that cows will drink more water
which in turns encourages more dry
matter intake, which usually encourages
higher milk production. 2) It cleans up
the water lines, spray nozzles and stock
tanks.
As a health enhancing alternative, producers tell us they see more milk production, lower somatic cell counts, less
incidences of mastitis, better conception
rates while lowering vet bills. Oxy Blast
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Plus may also be used as an effective
and economical teat dip, a topical application use for hairy wart, and the use
as a natural dewormer. Oxy Blast Plus
can dissipate chlorine out of municipal
or rural water supplies and is approved
for organic dairy farming use. Oxy Blast
Plus is injected directly into the water

Heartland

system by a peristaltic squeeze pump
that administers Oxy Blast Plus into
the water supply. The proper level of
Oxy Blast Plus to be used depends on
the ORP (oxidation reduction potential)
level of the water which is directly influenced by the pH of the water.
The perfect companion for the Oxy
Blast Plus to reduce pH is also available.
It is called Perfect Companion 7. Combination ORP/pH meters are available to
measure ORP levels so you can get the
most effective use out of the Oxy Blast
Plus as possible when lowering the pH
to 7.0.
Oxy Blast Plus is very economical to
use. Depending on the size of container,
the volume you purchase and the maintenance level you run it at, it could cost
only 2 – 4 cents per cow per day. Dairy
producers have seen this investment pay
back as much as twenty dollars to every
one dollar invested! Oxy Blast Plus is
represented by distributors and dealers
from all over the U.S. The system comes
with a buy back guarantee on the pump
within a period of four months. Contact
Essential Water Solutions, Inc. today so
that you can start your animals drinking
the best quality water possible. e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

goat – sheep
Funds Available to Help Sheep & Goat Industries

S

ince 1999, the National Livestock Producers Association’s Sheep & Goat Fund has helped a variety of innovative projects come to fruition. Currently the Fund has
$9.4 million in loan commitments with 45 loans to 33 entities
in 21 states. The Fund Committee continuously reviews applications that serve the goals of this program.
“Most recently the Fund has been used to help establish a livestock merchandising center, expand several goat dairies, build
a consolidated goat association, develop a sheep meat supplier,
and create a weed control and fire protection program using
sheep,” Richard Drake, chairman of the NLPA Sheep & Goat
Fund Committee said. “Our loan program is unique in its ability to evaluate each applicant’s specific needs and create a flexible financing plan. We also offer a very competitive interest
rate, currently 5.75 percent.”
The Sheep & Goat Fund was established in 1999 when an
agreement was signed between the National Sheep Industry
Improvement Center (Sheep Center) and the NLPA that enables Sheep Center funds to be used in the sheep and goat industries through a revolving loan program. The NLPA Sheep

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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& Goat Fund is used exclusively for loans with the following
goals:
• To make capital available for enhancing business methods
and services.
• To improve marketing efficiency and product quality.
• To promote coordination and cooperation within the industry.
• To create opportunities for adding value to sheep and goat
products.
According to the terms of the agreement the Sheep and Goat
Fund Committee, which consists of members of NLPA and
representatives of the sheep and goat industries, is responsible
for the oversight of Fund. The Committee regularly reviews
applications and is only allowed to consider loans up to $1 million that are submitted by eligible entities (sole proprietors are
not eligible as written into the legislation that established the
Sheep Center).
For more information or an application please contact the National Livestock Producers Association at 1-800-237-7193 or
visit www.SheepandGoatFund.com. e
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alpaca – llama
Alpaca Farms Celebrate First Ever
“National Alpaca Farm Day”

O

n September 29 and 30, alpaca breeders from across
the United States and Canada will invite the public to
come to their farm or ranch to meet their alpacas and
learn more about these inquisitive, unique animals for the first
National Alpaca Farm Day.
Alpacas, cousins to the llama, are native to the Andean Mountain
range of South America, particularly Peru, Bolivia, and Chile.
Alpacas were first imported into the United States in 1984.
Since then, the alpaca industry has grown steadily, according
to the Alpaca Owners and Breeders Association (AOBA), the
backbone of the alpaca industry. Current estimates total over
100,000 registered alpacas with the Alpaca Registry, Inc. (ARI)
in the United States and more than 4,000 AOBA members in
North America.
There are two types of alpacas in the United States today. Although almost physically identical, what distinguishes the two
types of alpacas is their fiber. The Huacaya (wa-Ki’-ah) is the
more common of the two and has a fluffy, extremely fine coat.
The Suri is the rarer of the two and has fiber that is silky and
resembles pencil-locks.
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Adult alpacas stand at approximately 36 inches at the withers
and generally weigh between 150 and 200 pounds. They do
not have horns, hooves, claws or incisors. Alpacas are alert,
intelligent, curious, and predictable. Social animals that seek
companionship, they communicate most commonly by softly
humming.
Alpacas are shorn, without harm, every twelve to eighteen
months. They produced five to ten pounds of luxurious fiber.
Long ago, alpaca fiber was reserved for royalty. Today it is
purchased in its raw fleece form by hand-spinners and fiber
artists. Knitters buy it as yarn.
Because of its soft texture, alpaca fiber is sometimes compared
to cashmere. Making the fiber even more coveted, it has the luster
of silk. Alpaca is just as warm as, yet 1/3 the weight of wool. It
comes in 22 natural colors, yet can be dyed any desired shade.
Containing no lanolin, alpaca fiber is also naturally hypoallergenic. Most people who are sensitive to wool find that they
can wear alpaca without the itching or irritation they feel from
wool because alpaca fiber is smooth.
Additional performance characteristics include: stretch, water
repellency, and odor reduction. For travelers, clothing made
from alpaca is desirable because it is wrinkle-resistant.
The alpaca industry has seen a continued growth over the past
23 years. The secret to a lucrative alpaca career is constant
education. There are a number of resources for those interested
in starting their own alpaca business, such as attending alpaca
local, regional and national AOBA certified shows and events.
To find a complete list of these events, go to www.alpacainfo.
com and click on “Calendar of Events.”
Another great way to learn is to join AOBA as an associate
member, which will give you a subscription to Alpacas Magazine and the OneVoice newsletter, plus access to the AOBA
lending library. The AOBA lending library is one of the largest
alpaca-related libraries in the world. AOBA’s marketing Committee has produced several resources to purchase or to borrow.
Topics include everything from care, feed and nutrition to how
to raise you alpaca in general.
The best way to learn about the alpaca business, however, is
to visit alpaca farms in your area. The breeders will gladly
answer all your questions and share helpful information about
their experiences of starting up.
While most alpaca farms open their doors to visitors any time,
National Alpaca Farm Day is sure to include special activities
and educational opportunities at a farm or ranch near you!
To find out more about National Alpaca Farm Day visit www.
NationalAlpacaFarmDay.com. To locate a farm or ranch near
you to visit any time, visit the Farm and Ranch Locator at
www.AlpacaInfo.com or call the Alpaca Owners and Breeders
Association at (800) 213-9522. e
Heartland
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marketplace
agriculture

goat - sheep

GAME FARM

Custom Sheep
Feedlot

Lambs, Ewes & Goats
to feed, fatten & grow.
Kyle or Dale Shippy
605-842-0935
or
605-842-3967
www.sheepfeedlot.com
YOUR BUSINESS HERE
The marketplace works!
Call 1-800-330-3482 to get the
marketplace working for your business.
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The Common Sense
WIRE WINDER Heavy Duty Winder!
s (AS A LEVEL WIND TO MAKE YOUR ROLLS LOOK LIKE
A NEW ROLL OF WIRE
s -OUNTS ON LOADER BUCKET OR  POINT HITCH
s 3POOL IS MADE SO YOU CAN REUSE YOUR WIRE
s 3POOL CAN BE MODIlED FOR HIGH TENSILE
s !LSO AVAILABLE IN GREEN

#/--/. 3%.3% -!.5&!#452).'
+ELLY -ELIUS s  TH !VE
&AULKTON 3$ 
   OR    CELL
#HECK OUT OUR OTHER PRODUCT LINES AT
www.balefeeder.com

COLOR
WORKS!

Find out how color can
work for your advertising!

1-800-330-3482

goat - sheep

beef - dairy
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agriculture

lil’ house

“Outside”
Wood Burning Heater

&ACTORY $IRECT

• No Dirt
• No Ashes
• No Wood In House
• No Loss Of Space
• No Insurance
Problems

Excellent for Mobile Homes Too!
“Warm Up To Wood Heat”
$1395.00

(800) 543-2837
Manufactured by:

Newman Assoc.
HCR 69, Box 1675
Ironton, MO 63650

Nelson Real Estate LLC
Tony Nelson, Broker

Farms - Ranches - Homes
Recreational Land
In Northwest MO. and Southern IA.
Toll Free: 888.518.8705
Email: ucnelson@grm.net
Website: www.bethany-mo-real-estate.com

No One Knows The Country
Like We Do!

equipment

Handee Pressure Washers
s   03)
s (IGH 0RESSURE 3OAP
s  7AY 6ALVE  4ANK
s  '&) #ORD
s  (0 (OSE1$
s 7E 3TOCK  3HIP 0ARTS
FOR /LDER h(ANDYv
0OWER 7ASHERS

Power Cleaner Corp 1-800-430-9044
www.powercleanercorp.com

NEED TRACTOR REPAIRS???

“We have over 1000 late model tractors
& 1000 combines in salvage”
JD-IHC-Ford-MF-Case-Oliver-White-AC-Gleaner-N.H.
We have motors, complete blocks, heads, cracks, wide
fronts, 3 pts., pto’s, cabs, tires and much more.
We ship UPS or truck freight.
If we don’t have it we can locate it. Give us a try.
We are cash buyers for salvage tractors & combines.

COLFAX TRACTOR PARTS, INC.
Colfax, Iowa • 800-284-3001
www.colfaxtractorparts.com

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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